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Virtual Consolidation vs Physical Consolidation Summary              

The comparative analysis below is based upon a space utilization of 600,000 sq ft (in the physical consolidation paradigm)

and 2,000 employees

Physical Consolidation Virtual Consolidation

Rent $22,800,000 a single downtown location $15,780,000 4 locations

Commuting

time hours/yr 1,200,000 hours/yr 350,000

miles miles/yr 14,000,000 miles/yr 9,200,000

$ value

value: wasted time $30,000,000 $8,750,000

cost of driving $4,200,000 $2,499,000

cost of parking $1,125,000 $912,000

cost of bus / train $1,250,000 $500,000

cost of driving to train $700,000 $238,000

air pollution tons / year tons / year

energy consumption gallons / year 1,066,667 gallons / year 555,556

day care costs $1,200,000 add'l svc during commute $350,000 add'l svc during commute

virtual adjacency®

communication links starts low, but grows inevitably fiber / video links / switch / modems

computer facilities similar  —  nec. to function similar  —  nec. to function

workforce productivity lower higher

workforce turnover higher lower

part time employees less choice, less experience greater choice, more experience

Annual Cost $ 61,275,000 $ 29,029,000

* "hotelling", greatly facilitated by virtual 

adjacency®, will reduce office space requirements 

further.  These savings will grow.
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Virtual Consolidation vs Physical Consolidation Assumptions / Detailed calculations

Physical Consolidation Virtual Consolidation

Rent

one location:  downtown

area:  sf rent/sf rent area:  sf rent/sf rent

600,000 $38.00 $22,800,000 downtown 80,000 $60.00 $4,800,000

suburb loc #1 150,000 $22.00 $3,300,000

suburb loc #2 170,000 $24.00 $4,080,000

suburb loc #3 200,000 $18.00 $3,600,000

600,000 $15,780,000

Commuting

employees ave time total time # employees ave time total time

#    (hours/day) (hours/year) (hours/day) (hours/year)

time 2,000 2.40 1,200,000 2,000 0.70 350,000 50 5 dy wks/yr

% empl drive (miles/hour) miles driven/yr % empl drive (miles/hour) miles driven/yr

miles 50.00% 20.00 12,000,000 80.00% 30.00 8,400,000

$ value ($/hour) ($/hour)

value: wasted time $25.00 $30,000,000 $25.00 $8,750,000

($/mile) efficiency impr. ($/mile)

cost of driving traffic inefficiency $0.35 $4,200,000 avoid stop & go peaks 15.00% $0.30 $2,499,000

car pool fraction mo. parking car pool fraction mo. parking

cost of parking 25.00% $125 $1,125,000 5.00% $50 $912,000

empl. using transit daily fare (likely multi-modal) # of employees daily fare (likely multi-modal)

cost of bus / train 1,000 $5.00 $1,250,000 400 $5.00 $500,000

empl driving to transit miles each way miles driven / yr empl driving to transit miles each way miles driven / yr

drive to metro 500 8.00 2,000,000 200 8.00 800,000

($/mile) efficiency impr. ($/mile)

cost of driving to train traffic inefficiency $0.35 $700,000 avoid stop & go peaks 15.00% $0.30 $238,000

The SEC currently occupies 380,000 sq ft at 450 5th 

Street, NW, housing approx 1,500 employees.
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Assumptions / Detailed calculations (cont.)

Physical Consolidation Virtual Consolidation

(hours/day) hours / yr (hours/day) hours / yr

multi-modal commute time 2.40 600,000 0.70 70,000

air pollution (miles/year) (tons/mile) (tons/year) (miles/year) (tons/mile) (tons/year)

auto 14,000,000 9,200,000

bus

train

energy consumption (miles/gal) gallons used (miles/gal) gallons used

auto 15.00 1,066,667 18.00 555,556

bus

train

% empl w/kids (extra hours/dy) hrs/yr % empl w/kids (extra hours/dy) hrs/yr

day care costs 20.00% 2.40 240,000 20.00% 0.70 70,000

cost of add'l service $5.00 $1,200,000 $5.00 $350,000

lost parenting / coaching

virtual adjacency®

communication links starts low, but grows starts high and falls

computer facilities

workforce productivity lower higher

workforce turnover higher lower

part time employees less choice, less experience greater choice, more experience

Organizations must computerize to function.  The differential incremental costs to achieve virtual 

adjacency involve high bandwidth communication links (fiberoptic cables, high bandwidth 

switches) between the satellite workplaces and the downtown center.  In addition, there will be 

wireless links to workers in mobile, variable workplaces.

very important!

Communications technology is sufficiently advanced and deployed to 

make this quite achieveable today.  It follows "Moore's Law", too, so 

its capabilities will continue to advance at a staggering rate and prices 

will continue to fall.  Further, the regulatory environment is in a state 

of rapid evolution to encourage competition and innovation.

As the NII develops, integration with 

the larger network is inevitable.
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